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Abstract
Order stars, introduced in G. Wanner, E. Hairer, S.P. NHrsett (Order stars and stability theorems, BIT 18 (1978)
475{489), have become a fundamental tool for the understanding of order and stability properties of numerical methods
for sti dierential equations. This survey retraces their discovery and their principal achievements. We also sketch some
later extensions and describe some recent developments. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Ehle’s conjecture
Sti dierential equations rst became popular mainly during the fties; for an overview of the
early literature see the rst section of [13]. In 1963, two seminal publications laid the foundations for
later development: Dahlquist’s paper on A-stable multistep methods [8], and Butcher’s rst paper on
implicit Runge{Kutta methods [4]. One year later, Butcher developed the general class of Gaussian
implicit Runge{Kutta methods of order 2s [5], as well as his eorts to nd Radau and Lobatto
methods with fewer implicit stages [6]. The merger of the two subjects, i.e., the study of A-stable
implicit Runge{Kutta methods began some 5 years later. Of great inuence was the elegant paper
of Axelsson [2] on Radau methods as well as the comprehensive Thesis of Ehle [10].
Standard stability analysis. This proceeds as follows (see the scheme in Table 1): The dierential
equation is linearized and diagonalized, so that it becomes a linear scalar dierence equation. The
latter is solved by putting yn :=Rn  y0, which leads to a characteristic equation (R; z) = 0, where
z = h is a complex variable,  an eigenvalue of the Jacobian and h is the step size. Numerical
stability requires that jR(z)j61 for all roots of (R; z) = 0. The method is called A-stable if the
stability domain S := fz; jR(z)j61 for all roots of (R; z)= 0g covers the entire left half plane C−.
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Table 1
Scheme of stability analysis
One-step methods. Here, the equation (R; z)=0 is of degree 1 in R, thus R(z)=P(z)=Q(z), where
P and Q are polynomials. Examples are:
R(z) = 1 + z (explicit Euler method; not A-stable);
R(z) =
1 + z=2
1− z=2 (trap: rule and impl: midpoint; A-stable);
R(z) =
1
1− z (implicit Euler method; A-stable):
(1)
These are particular entries of the Pade table of the exponential function with, in general,
Pkj(z) = 1 +
k
j + k
z +   + k(k − 1) : : : 1
(j + k) : : : (j + 1)
 z
k
k!
(2)
and Qkj(z) = Pjk(−z). Low-order explicit Runge{Kutta methods have their stability functions in the
rst row (j = 0) while Butcher’s implicit Gauss methods are on the diagonal (j = k).
Major signicance of Ehle’s thesis. Starting from the known result, that diagonal Pade fractions
are A-stable for all degrees [3], Ehle concluded that Butcher’s implicit Gauss methods were all
A-stable, but found that Butcher’s Radau and Lobatto methods were above the diagonal and therefore,
not A-stable. Ehle then extended the result of Birkho{Varga to the rst and second subdiagonal
j = k + 1; j = k + 2 and constructed A-stable modications of Radau and Lobatto methods. Next
he showed that the entries for the third and fourth subdiagonals j = k + 3; j = k + 4 were never
A-stable. The proofs of these results were based on two criteria for A-stability:
Criterion A. All poles (= zeros of Q) are in C+.
Criterion B. E(y) = Q(iy)Q(−iy)− P(iy)P(−iy)>0 for all y 2 R.
While Criterion B is easy for the rst two subdiagonals (E(y) is of the form Cy2j), the verication
of Criterion A required tedious algebraic developments based on the explicit formulas (2) [10, pp.
37{62]. Ehle then stated his famous conjecture:
Conjecture (Ehle [10; p: 65]). With the exception of the diagonal and rst two subdiagonals, i.e.,
of k6j6k + 2, no entry of the Pade table is A-stable.
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Fig. 1. Early plots of jR(z)j for Pade fractions.
At rst sight, a general proof of the conjecture seemed to be a dicult task, because numerical
computations revealed that sometimes Criterion A was violated, but not B (as for example with k=0
and j=6); sometimes Criterion B was violated, but not A (as for example with j=k+3; j=k+4);
and sometimes both were violated.
2. The discovery of order stars
Hamilton discovered the quaternions 1843 while walking over Broughham Bridge in Dublin; in
1964, Buchberger had the crucial idea which lead to Grobner bases 1964 while riding a bicycle in
the Burgerstrasse in Innsbruck; fresh air seems to be benecial to good mathematical ideas. The idea
for order stars also came at a windy place, the railway station in Lausanne, waiting on track 8 for
the train to Geneva, on Friday evening, February 17, 1978.
Many numerical computations of the roots of the polynomial E(y) as well as the poles of R, i.e.,
the zeros of Q, were performed for various values of k and j. Computer plots of jR(z)j were also
made with the graphical tools of the seventies (see reproductions in Fig. 1). One observes in these
pictures vertical contour lines, which imitate the contour lines of jezj = ex in the neighbourhood of
the origin.
Idea (Wanner, Hairer, NHrsett [25]). Try to look at \contour lines" which follow the slope of jezj,
in hoping for more information:
A := fz; jR(z)j> jezjg=

z;
R(z)ez
> 1

(3)
(see reproductions in Fig. 2). Since on the imaginary axis jezj= 1, the order star is there precisely
complementary to S and Criterion B is equivalent to
Criterion B0. A \ iR= ;.
The \star" with p+ 1 sectors at the origin is produced by the error term
ez − R(z) = C  zp+1 +    or 1− R(z)
ez
= C  zp+1 +    ; (4)
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Fig. 2. Early plots of order stars for Pade fractions.
Fig. 3. Two possible order stars for Pade with k = 2 and j = 1.
which suggested the name \order star". By the maximum principle, each bounded \black nger"
of A must contain a pole, and, by the maximum principle applied to ez=R(z), each bounded \white
nger" contains a zero of R.
Proof of Ehle’s Conjecture. If there are not enough zeros, there must be black ngers growing out
from the origin in C−, which either cross iR (hence, violating Criterion B0), or carry a pole in C−,
violating Criterion A (see Fig. 2).
Lemma on the number of poles and zeros. For many further results, the use of the maximum
principle, as above, is not sucient: for example, each of the order stars in Fig. 3 could represent
the Pade approximant with k = 2 and j = 1: The clarication comes from a new idea: along the
boundary of A, the argument of R(z)=ez turns clockwise. This is a consequence of the Cauchy{
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Fig. 4. Early (and modern) plot of the order star for method (5).
Riemann equations written in polar coordinates. At the origin, the argument is 0. Hence, if the
boundary curve of a bounded subset F A with @F  @A returns m times to the origin, F must
contain at least m poles (Argument Principle). This allows us to exclude the right picture of Fig. 3
(because F requires 2 poles) and leads to the conclusion that all Pade fractions possess order stars
with j simple black ngers to the right and k simple white ngers to the left, as in Fig. 2. All
results of Ehle are now an easy consequence.
The above result has been made more precise by Iserles [14]: The number of poles in F is equal
to the number of exponential interpolation points of R on @F .
Multistep and general linear methods. Here, the dierence equation in Table 1 involves yn-values
from several steps, consequently, the characteristic equation (R; z) = 0 will be of higher degree in
R. Example:
(2z2 − 10z + 17)R2 − (8z + 16)R− 1 = 0
) R1;2 = ((4z + 8) 3
p
2z2 + 6z + 9)=(2z2 − 10z + 17): (5)
We can graph each of these roots (divided by ez) separately (see Fig. 4). At some places the roots
have discontinuities, but extend continuously on another sheet. If we superpose the two sheets, cut
and glue them together appropriately, we obtain a Riemann surface M, on which the order star is
now located (see Fig. 4, right). The order condition produces a star on the principal sheet, but not
for the \parasitic roots". For A-stability, Criterion B0 must hold on all sheets.
3. Main results
The Daniel and Moore Conjecture. This conjecture [9, p. 80] extended the famous theorem of
Dahlquist [8], to multistep methods with higher stage or derivative number: the highest order of such
an A-stable method is 2j (where j is the number of implicit stages, i.e., the number of poles), and
\of those A-stable methods", the smallest error constant is that of the diagonal Pade approximation.
Fig. 5 demonstrates, in the case of j=3, why the rst part of this conjecture (p62j) follows from
the order star. This is because for p> 2j the order star either covers iR or needs additional poles.
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Fig. 5. Method with 3 poles, order 5 (left), order 6 (middle), order 7 (right; not A-stable); R(z) given by (14) and (16).
Fig. 6. Order star B for Daniel and Moore Conjecture, Part II (R same as in Fig. 5(b)).
Daniel and Moore Conjecture, Part II. The solution of the \error-constant"-part of this conjecture
is based on the observation, that the ngers of the order star represent oscillations of jR(z)=ezj, whose
amplitude is governed by the error constant (see (4)). Thus, an inequality of the form jCj> jC0j is
expressed by the colours of the ngers of the relative order star
B := fz; jR(z)j> jR0(z)jg=

z;
 R(z)R0(z)
> 1

; (6)
where R0(z) is the stability function of any other method, here the diagonal Pade method (see
Fig. 6).
Jeltsch{Nevanlinna Theorem. It came as a surprise that the order star (6) had a much wider eld
of application than initially intended: If the two methods, which are compared, are both explicit
and have the same number of function evaluations per step, then the two stability domains cannot
be included one in the other [20]. The reason is that explicit methods have all their poles at innity
and, with equal multiplicity, the quotient R(z)=R0(z) has no pole left at all outside S0. A condition for
this result is that the instability of methods R0 must be produced on one Riemann sheet only. This
is called \Property C" by [20]. An illustration is presented in Fig. 7. This result called in question
the general belief in the 1950s and 1960s, that multistep methods were superior to Runge{Kutta
methods (\simply because they use more information : : :") and that the latter were, if at all, just
useful for starting the computation. Many extensions for implicit methods are also possible [21].
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Fig. 7. Order star B for Adams2 versus (scaled) RK2.
Fig. 8. Approximations with real poles.
NHrsett{Wolfbrandt barrier. Since the computational complexity of fully implicit Runge{Kutta
methods, specially when applied to high-dimensional nonlinear problems, seemed enormous, many
publications in the late 1960s and early 1970s, especially the Thesis of A. Wolfbrandt [26], were
developing so-called \diagonally implicit Runge{Kutta (DIRK) methods", Rosenbrock methods, and
\singly implicit Runge{Kutta (SIRK) methods". These methods avoided complex linear algebra, but
always encountered the order barrier
p6s+ 1; (7)
where s is the number of stages. Once again, order stars delivered a natural explanation for this
barrier: since all poles must be on the real axis, only two of the p+1 white sectors are \free" and
require no zero (see Fig. 8). Thus, p+ 16s+ 2 and (7) follows.
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This concludes the survey of the principal applications of order star theory. For more details see
[12, Sections IV:4; V:4] and the book [17].
4. Further applications
Many extensions and applications to generalized or specialized situations have been made in the
meantime.
Dahlquist’s rst barrier. When Dahlquist’s second barrier was obtained so easily with order stars,
his rst barrier should also be provable by this method. This proof, which indeed was possible, has
been published by Iserles and NHrsett [16].
Partial dierential equations. Much research, initiated by G. Strang, A. Iserles, R. Jeltsch and J.H.
Smit (see [15,18,19,24]) is devoted to the application of oder stars to obtain order bounds for
dierence schemes for partial dierential equations. An overview of many of these results is given
in Chapters 6 and 7 of [17].
A prominent model problem is the advection equation
@u
@t
= c
@u
@x
(8)
solved by a dierence scheme, say, with 3 levels
s2X
‘=−r2
a‘um+2; ‘ +
s1X
‘=−r1
b‘um+1; ‘ +
s0X
‘=−r0
c‘um;‘ = 0: (9)
Stability analysis leads to the characteristic equation
(R; z) :=R2
s2X
‘=−r2
a‘z‘ + R
s1X
‘=−r1
b‘z‘ +
s0X
‘=−r0
c‘z‘ = 0 (10)
with the requirement that for jzj=1 we have jR(z)j61 for all roots of (10). The order condition is
here
z − R1(z) =O((z − 1)p+1); z ! 1 (11)
for the principal root, where =ct=x is the Courant number. The fact that the exponential function
of (4) is now replaced by z with its branching point at the origin, is an additional complication to
these studies.
The main result, proved in a series of papers for two and three level methods and conjectured in
general (see [22]), is that
p62min(D;U );
(12)
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Fig. 9. Increasing stability domain for explicit Adams4.
where D and U are, respectively, the number of downwind and upwind points of the stencil. This
bound has the quality of being an extension of the Courant{Friedrichs{Lewy condition, to which it
reduces for p= 1.
Chebyshev methods for large problems. Important for the cheap integration of large and mildly
sti equations are the so-called Chebyshev methods. Their stability polynomials have a certain order
and maximal stability along the negative real axis. The implementation of these methods in the
\Lebedev style" (see [12, p. 33]) requires information about the number of complex zeros of R(z).
The application of order stars has led to a complete description of this question and also delivered
inequalities for the error constants (see [1]).
Delay equations. For the study of unconditional stability with respect to the test equation y0(t)=a 
y(t)+ b y(t− 1) with real a and b, a sucient condition, for symmetric stability functions R(z), is
that ArgR(iy)<y for all y. This condition can be elegantly seen from the shape of the order star
close to the imaginary axis (see [11]).
5. Three counter examples
These examples show that many hypotheses of the theory in Section 3 cannot be removed.
\Jeltsch{Nevanlinna" without Property C. The necessity of Property C for the validity of the
Jeltsch{Nevanlinna Theorem is illustrated in [20, p. 69] (see also \Exercise 4" in [12, p. 297] and
\Open Problem 8" in [17, p. 218]). The following example has been computed by R. O’Donovan.
It perturbs the explicit Adams4 method, whose root locus curve presents \loops", in such a way,
that the stability domain increases in all directions. For the result see Fig. 9.
Breaking the NHrsett{Wolfbrandt barrier. The above proof of (7) used the fact that two symmetric
branches joining a real pole include a white sector, i.e., employs in a certain sense the Jordan Curve
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Fig. 10. Region for which the Psihoyios{Cash method is A-stable.
Theorem. On a general Riemann surface this is no longer valid and the barrier (7) is, for example,
broken by BDF3. Psihoyios and Cash in [23] even found an A-stable method with real poles which
breaks this barrier. The method is an extension of the MEBDF-method of Cash (see [12, p. 269]):
we use three consecutive steps of BDF5 to produce three \future points" y n+5, y n+6, and y n+7, and
compute yn+5 by the corrector
5X
j=0
jyn+j = h( − )fn+5 + h f n+5 + h f n+6 + h f n+7 (13)
where  and  are taken as free parameters. The remaining parameters are determined such that
(13) has order 6. This then leads to a 5-step general linear method of order 6 with 4 real poles.
If the stability analysis is done by modifying the formulas of [12, p. 269], one obtains a charac-
teristic equation of degree 5. The result, depending on the free parameters  and , is presented in
Fig. 10 and exhibits a small region where A-stability actually occurs. The order star of the method
for  = 0:05 and  = 0:1 is presented in Fig. 11. On three sheets, lurk boundary curves of A
ready to invade the imaginary axis when the point (; ) dares to leave the tiny region for A-
stability.
The Butcher{Chipman Conjecture. The search for high order general linear methods motivates the
following problem: given integers k; l; m, nd K(z), L(z), M (z) of degree k; l; m, respectively, such
that
K(z)R2 + L(z)R+M (z) = 0 (14)
produces an algebraic approximation of highest possible order to ez,
ez − R(z) =O(zk+l+m+2): (15)
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Fig. 11. Order star on 5-sheet Riemann surface for the Psihoyios{Cash method.
Answer [7]:
K(z) = (D + 2)−m−1(D + 1)−l−1
zk
k!
L(z) = (D + 1)−m−1(D − 1)−k−1 z
l!
M (z) = (D − 1)−l−1(D − 2)−k−1 z
m
m!
(16)
Here D = d=dz and (D + a)−n−1 = a−n−1(1 + D=a)−n−1 must be replaced by its binomial series in
order to produce generalizations of the formulas (2).
Examples. For (k; l; m) = (3; 1; 1) and (3; 0; 2) we obtain
(R; z) =

−54 + 69
2
z − 9z2 + z3

R2 + (48 + 24z)R+

6 +
3
2
z

;
(R; z) =

−63
2
+ 24z − 15
2
z2 + z3

R2 + 48R+

−33
2
− 9z − 3
2
z2

; (17)
which correct some sign errors in [7, p. 123].
The Butcher{Chipman Conjecture. After extensive numerical testing for A-stable approximations,
Butcher and Chipman arrive at the conjecture that
06(k + 1)− (l+ 1)− (m+ 1)62 (18)
were necessary and sucient for A-stability. This would nicely generalize the Ehle Conjecture to
the case of quadratic Pade approximations.
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Fig. 12. Order stars for order 5 Butcher{Chipman approximations (right); counter example (left).
First counter example. When k =m, Eq. (16), as well as the order star, become symmetric. The
order of the particular roots drop, as described in [12, p. 292], and 1 becomes a double eigenvalue
of the matrix A. Nevertheless, the corresponding general linear method can remain A-stable. This
happens, for example, with the A-stable case k = m= 2; l= 0 in Fig. 12, which violates (18).
Second counter example. The approximations satisfying (18) remain A-stable only for low orders.
The rst counter-example occurs for k = 7; l = 0; m = 4, an approximation of order 12. See, again,
Fig. 12. Computations using the Schur criterion reveal that the leftmost black nger crosses the
imaginary axis for jyj61:97.
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Open problem. It appears that Condition (18) remains necessary for all non-symmetric examples.
Hiervon ware allerdings ein strenger Beweis zu wunschen.
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